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Food available 
come early to  visit and eat. 

Well, at least that’s what we 
heard was said on Friday night 
April 19.  On Saturday morn-
ing, April 20, when we started 
to arrive at the field we heard 
stories about the prior night’s 
night flying and what had hap-
pened. 
Dave Lawler is a long time 
member of BAM and an excel-
lent pilot so this is somewhat 
unusual.  For more on this and 
pictures see the obituary page 
in this newsletter. 



   The Calendar Has Been Revised.  Please Double Check The Dates So You Are Aware of The Changes! 



 

   Well, a lot has happened in the last month and most of  it good except for the constant 
wind that we have had to put up with.   
   Although the weather has been less than perfect, several members have made every 
park flying session and a large group of  members have made it to the field every weekend 
trying to get in flights between wind gusts.  Very few accidents have occurred so that is a 
good thing.   
   All of  the anxious club members that are going to be racing in the Club 40 pylon races 
have had a chance to get their planes in the air and fine-tuned for the up-coming start of  
the season on May18 at Popp’s field.   

   The field is in decent shape although there are several projects pending that 
should make it even better.   
   On another note, your newsletter editor had  a milestone birthday on April 20, one 
of  our flying days.  I was surprised by my good friend, Greg McNutt and my wife Judy 
with a surprise 70th birthday party at the field.  Greg cooked a lot of  hot dogs for 
the crowd and there was  big cake for all to enjoy.  I really want to thank Greg, my 
wife and all the people for their well wishes and efforts and also to Chris Rankin who 
made a special effort to fly his Elan jet when he learned it was my birthday and also 
at the prodding from my wife.  He even had to make a special trip home to get a 
part of  the plane he had forgotten….Thanks Chris!   
   Until next month have a ball with your planes!!! 
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Message from the President 
 
Dear Members, Fellow RC Pilots, and Interested Readers: 
 
   Things are picking up for us and we are eager to move forward with our field improvement pro-
jects. As you probably know by now, we have scheduled a work party for May 25 to get the con-
crete pathway installed (main gate) and the floor inside the club house. These initial improvements 

will add immediate benefits for our members and visitors. Further, we are exploring a DIY option and a contractor-
provided solution. Both have advantages and disadvantages as you can imagine, and we will likely go with the solution 
that is most feasible (technically and financially). 
 
   A big THANK YOU goes to everybody who supported our interests and represented our hobby during the hearings 
concerning Oregon State Senate Bill 71.  Our hobby community together with key supporters showed great solidarity, 
which halted further progress of  this bill. A special thank you goes to the Salem R/C Pilot Association club and AMA for 
their persistence and professionalism in dealing with this threat to the R/C model aviation community—all is good now 
and we can move on to enjoying our hobby without unnecessary restrictions.  
There is one specific subject that I would like to bring up in this message, which we each need to manage effectively and 
together as a club: SAFETY. With the regular and well-attended weekend flying, there is a higher chance of  things not 
going as intended. We all have had these moments in the past and nobody is immune from making mistakes, including 
myself. 
 
   However, we had a few incidents at the field recently that involved out of  control airplanes in the pit area. These inci-
dents are good reminders that we each have to take personal care in preparing our planes for flight operation—it is 
easy to forget or skip critical safety precautions, for example, when turning on a transmitter and powering on the air-
plane (electrics) without the plane being held by another member or secured by other means to prevent the airplane 
from accidently taking off. These concerns apply at any time when starting airplanes regardless of  the propulsion sys-
tem. And for some members, a safety routine might be common sense and a natural process because of  the airplane 
they fly, or simply because they have made it a habit to follow specific (preventive) steps to avoid problems before take-
off. 
 
   Having said this, I would like to coordinate with our Safety Officer, Steve Younger, and prepare a club-specific safety 
card that captures some of  the critical precautions and rules for our field so current and new members have a common 
approach for flying at BAM. The goal is not to lecture folks—this will be a personal responsibility. However, I am hoping 
that it will help members develop a consistent safety routine for their own benefit as well as that of  other members. If  
you would like to provide input for a BAM Safety Card, please email me with your suggestions when you have a moment. 
 
Fly safely! 

Sincerely, 
Waldemar Frank 
BAM President 



Redmond Cub Scouts Meet BAM  
 
   We recently (April 18) had the opportunity to meet with the Redmond (OR) Cub Scouts at Lava Ridge 
Elementary (Bend) and tell the kids about our hobby and club. The school was a bit difficult to find be-
cause the parking lot access was not obvious and not very intuitive. It also did not help that a middle 
school was right next door, making us scratch our heads at first. 
 
   Once we figured it out, we quickly set up our gear and planes and patiently waited for the arrival of 
“the” kids. 
  
   Thanks to Greg McNutt, we had access to a projector so we could use the school’s large screen and 
my PC running RealFlight 6.5 simulation software.  
 

   The flight simulator was a great hit (same as last time) because it allowed kids to test their 
flying skills without causing a lot of “damage.” In addition, these kids are used to virtual worlds 
and felt right at home “taking over” the controls. It was helpful, though, to have the scout lead-

ers available to establish some discipline so the kids would 
take turns without causing chaos—I sure have a lot of re-
spect for the scout leaders and their handling of these ener-
getic kids.  
 
   Several BAM members also brought planes for static 
display and a few indoor planes that we flew inside the 
school’s gym. The kids had a lot of fun, and keeping them 
focused was a bit of a challenge given their age (1st-3rd 
graders) and energy level. Even the parents got involved 
and asked questions to learn more about our hobby and 
“what it takes to be an R/C pilot.” The flight simulator was 
a great illustration of the flight mechanics and different 
airplane types. I think if we would have had more time, 
some of the dads would have tried flying on the flight sim-

ulator, too. Some of the parents came straight from work and it was nice that they were able 
to make it. 
 
   I spent quite a bit of time talking to the grandmother of one of the kids. She had a lot of 
specific questions and actually took some notes—she was clearly planning ahead and mak-
ing decisions about this year’s Christmas gifts for her grandchildren. Greg also engaged other 
parents and distributed brochures to provide additional information. 
 
   Bob Ingram and Bruce Burgess provided most of the indoor flight demonstrations while 
Rick talked about the static display airplanes, including a small EDF jet that he brought. He 
ran the ducted fan a few times, which impressed kids and parents alike. 
Overall, it was a fun event and we had a good time—we will certainly do it again when the opportunity comes along. 



Well, the past 3-4 weekends have been really active at the field.  I’ve put together a collage of some 
good pictures from April 20, 27 and May 11 of some of the happenings. 

So, how’s this for a pretty good 
sized gathering of  eagles, buzzards and everything 
in between.  There was lots of  flying and fun this day 
and it was the first day of  practice for the Club 40 
pylon racers.  Luckily all planes survived….it was a 
great day!!! 

Ok here’s the deal...we’re trying to economize and accom-
modate a lot of people so I’ll give you 10 sheets of TP 
and 10 minutes and then you’re outta here! 

 I think I 
smell old 
people. 

Those who were at the field 
on April 20, got to see Chris 
Rankin fly his Elan 

Hey, can I bumb a  
drink from Diego’s  
        bowl? 

 

While we were at the field on May 11, we had a visitor.  A Turkey Vulture flew in and stayed quite 
a while.  Several members made him feel quite at home and gave him a lot to eat. 

I’m gonna 
have me a 
Turkey Vulture 
Taco 

On April 27, Kim 
Waterhouse 
grilled up some 
hot dogs during 
a break in the 
flying action.  
Thanks Kim!!! 

On April 20, grillmaster, Greg McNutt, fed a 
very big very hungry crowd.  Looks like a 
happy chef doesn’t he?  Thanks, Greg! 



   Bruce Burgess 
       

Tony Bass 

   Waldemar Frank 

    Greg McNutt 

   Jason Westlind 
      Eric Suing 

   Darrell Loveland 

     R
ick B

urgess 

On April 20, the first Club 40 Pylon Practice was held at the club field.  Though the wind was 
up and down all day, the mighty warriors that intend to “race for the title” were there and 
ready for whatever nature dealt them.  All but Rick Burgess flew that day but it is only appro-
priate we include him in this group of  STARS because he maidened his racer soon thereafter. 

Bruce and Rick Burgess 
holding a pilot’s meeting and 
explaining rules and proce-
dures before the start of the 
practice. 

Ready, Set    GO !!! 



Be sure to bring stuff to the meeting to share and have 
it appear here for the entire membership to see!!!! 

Bruce Brugess shared his new 
Telemaster 40 with us.  This is 
a kit and he did a great job, as 
always, on the covering.  The 
Telemaster is powered by an 
Evolution 10cc gas engine.  
Weather conditions have not 
allowed the maiden flignt of 
this bird.  Maybe soon! 

Rick Burgess shared his 
new Club 40 racer with us.  
This is a kit build and the 
custom graphics are really 
great!  Rick had a chance 
to maiden this bird on May 
11 and it flew great and 
fast.  This will be a plane 
to watch in the races on 
the  18th of May! 

Dave Lawler recently maid-
ened his new plane, The 
Adrenelan.  He did not have 
this at our last meeting  but 
he is justifiably proud of this 
plane so we just had to 
share it with the rest of the 
membership.  He tells the 
story that he originally built 
it for Chris Shaker but he 
told Chris that he really 
loved the plane so Chris 
sold it to him.  Dave looks 
like a happy boy! 



At the April meeting, Jon Putnam put 
on a very good and informative 
presentation about the steps you 
should go through to select the prop-
er electric motor for the size plane 
you have.  Since electric model air-
planes are soaring in popularity, this 
was some very valuable information 
to have.  Hopefully, Jon will be follow-
ing up with more on this subject and 
his always informative tips on flat 
foam airplane construction…. 
Thanks Jon!!! 















Bill Hand was voted the Monthly Crash Trophy for this “accident” that happened on April 20.  Bill went to take off  
and his plane went “gunny bags” and managed to stop itself  before it hurt someone.  Bill was not at the meeting 
to get the trophy so it was taken to the field on April 27th  to give it to him.  He was not there to receive it but read 
on at the end of  this page to see where the trophy ended up. 

It seems that Dave Lawler and some other members decided to camp out at the field on the night of  April 26.  
While there, they decided to do some night flying.  Well, I guess Dave’s famous “Magic” night flyer met an untimely 
end during one of  the flights.  The story does not end there.  When the guys got to the field on Saturday morning 
of  April 27, they heard the story and decided to immediately present the crash trophy because Bill Hand was not 
there to receive it.  Well, just the night before, Dave was heard to say that he would never get the crash trophy.  
Now it even gets better:….. Dave took the trophy and set it in the pit area by his YAK.  A wind came up and 
knocked over the crash trophy and broke a part off  of  it.  So Dave now deserves a “crash trophy crash trophy!!! 

trophy propeller 


